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From Clutter to Clarity: Analyzing and Visualizing
Large and Complex 3D Flow Fields
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Visual understanding of three-dimensional fluid flows is critically important in many
scientific, engineering and medical disciplines. The most common way to visualize a
flow field is to depict the paths, i.e., streamlines for steady flows or pathlines for
unsteady flows, that fluid elements will follow at any point in time. For large and
complex three-dimensional flows, a fundamental visualization challenge is to strike a
careful balance between complexity and clarity. Our strategy to achieve effective
streamline visualization is to selectively display streamlines that are characteristic as
individuals and informative as a group. In other words, selected streamlines should
highlight salient flow features and patterns while reducing occlusion and clutter. In this
talk, I will present our recent work on i) hierarchical streamline bundles that accentuate
the visual impression of flow features through clustered yet not cluttered streamline
display, and ii) a unified
framework that solves the
problems of streamline
selection and viewpoint
selection based on a dual
information channel.
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